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 September 2012 marked the beginnings of implementing a paperless curriculum in all years of 
pharmacy.  This was done primarily with the goal of reducing the environmental impact of the Faculty.  
Handouts and class notes, which were previously printed en masse for the students then distributed in 
class, became available exclusively online for the incoming first-year Class of 2016 and in upper years 
note-printing by the professor was reduced significantly.  The result of this policy is that the students 
either A) bring an electronic device to class (laptop, tablet etc) to annotate their notes on electronically, or 
B) print their notes individually prior to each lecture, and continue to use paper copies of notes.  Students 
pay a yearly printing fee and have access to a printer and computers in the building’s computer lab.  
Additionally, as a pilot project one 3 hour final exam for the Class of 2014 was written as an in-class 
electronic exam, wherein the students had to bring in an electronic device of their own to access the test as 
hosted by the online learning management system. The purpose of this article was to gather feedback 
from the affected students regarding the transition from paper to “paperless”; it was conducted via a 
survey delivered over the Facebook social media survey platform on March 10th 2013. Students were 
informed that the survey was being conducted for the purposes of constructing a point-counterpoint 
argument and encouraged to give feedback either by commenting directly on the original post with their 
thoughts, or if preferring to remain anonymous, were able to privately message the authors with their 
thoughts.  Proponents of both sides of the argument were encouraged to contribute, by having a raffle for 
a $25 gift card to be randomly drawn from the list of contributors.  The comments were collected, and the 
following article was synthesized from both the collective results and each author’s opinions. 
 
 

Paperless 
Leaving your comfort zone must be, by 

definition, a slightly uncomfortable process. For a 
generation of students who spent their entire 
educational careers working with paper-based 
material, UBC Pharmacy’s paperless policy 
represented exactly that. However, just because 
something may be foreign at first does not mean it is 
a negative change.  

 The first reason for supporting the paperless 
policy is apparent, yet so important that it must be 
mentioned: paperless learning is better for the 
environment. Printing paper copies of all class notes 
requires hundreds of pieces of paper, per student, per 
year. Anything that slows down deforestation and 
therefore global warming should be a priority. 

 The technical advantages electronic notes have 
over traditional paper-based ones are so numerous 
they cannot all be listed. Electronic notes are 
portable, easy to organize, can be accessed from 
multiple devices and are easy to backup in case you 
lose the original copy. Furthermore, notes can be 
quickly shared via various methods (e.g. internet, 

portable USB drives), and make the practice of 
manually copying or photocopying a thing of the 
past. Information can be quickly and effortlessly 
located by employing a simple search for key words. 
Additionally, most people are able to type more 
quickly and neatly than they can handwrite, making 
electronic notes more legible and more efficient. 

 Looking at paper-based note taking, it is easy to 
spot many downfalls. Paper notes are difficult to 
edit, and transferring information between different 
paper-based documents by hand is very tedious. 
Moreover, printed notes have a limited and fixed 
amount of space available for note taking, while 
large diagrams, missing slides, and extra space are 
easily added to electronic notes. With electronic 
notes, you can supplement class material with 
images and text off the internet, which provides a 
great way to enrich class notes. Some students with 
iPads even used the device’s built-in camera to 
photograph diagrams drawn in class, and inserted 
these photos directly into their notes. The extensive 
capacity for editing that comes standard with 
electronic note taking gives it a huge advantage over 
paper-based notes.   
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 A problem that exists in many classes, especially 
those with guest lecturers, is that the note package 
for a given day’s lecture may not be available until 
the morning of, or may be an edited version of what 
was originally posted. While students who take 
electronic notes can simply download the most 
current note package at the beginning of lecture, 
those who rely on bringing printed notes to lecture 
may have outdated lecture packages or no package at 
all. 

 A paperless system better reflects the direction of 
healthcare in BC. With BC’s new eHealth program 
and the move towards electronic health records, 
keeping lecture notes electronic allows for greater 
integration and improved accessibility of 
information. Hospital pharmacy residents, for 
example, could use a single tablet computer to 
simultaneously browse a patient’s charts, current 
online guidelines and pharmacy lecture notes that 
detail the pathophysiology of those medical 
conditions. Pharmacists in the community will also 
benefit by having electronic notes on hand, as these 
notes are more readily available. The speed and 
precision, with which desired pieces of electronic 
information can be found, combined with the 
portability of this information, allows for 
improvement in patient care. 

 It is clear that paperless systems of education are 
superior to their paper-based precursors. It is time to 
embrace the future and all the advantages that come 
with it, advantages for both students receiving an 
education and the people these students will one day 
help.	  

Paper 
A paper-based education should not be removed 

as an option in pharmacy education. One of the main 
arguments supporting going paperless is to protect 
our environment, which is imperative and reflects a 
greater social conscience. However, many current 
students request or print out their own notes anyway 
if the notes are not provided in class, bringing the 
actual environmental benefit of a school mandated 
“paperless” policy into question. Furthermore, many 
lecturers only provide a minimum amount of paper 
notes based on class interest and actual usage, 
suggesting that a natural shift towards paperless 
learning would occur if the use of paperless methods 
becomes more common with each new intake of 
students, and current students who are more 
comfortable with paper-based learning would not be 
disrupted. Nonetheless, many students are in 
opposition to electronic-based learning.  Slightly 
more than half the responses received (35/67) are 
against the paperless system. There are several 
common reasons why students prefer paper 
handouts. 

 Learning styles are individual, and some students 
require paper notes to study as they retain 
information better when it is printed or handwritten. 
Most current students have used paper-based 
learning their entire student careers, and are most 
comfortable with it. Furthermore, paper notes are 
more conducive to drawing diagrams, chemical 
structures, graphs and equations. Some students state 
that staring at computer screens for long periods is 
draining, causing dry eyes, strain and headaches. 

For many students, instituting that electronic 
devices be mandatory poses a burden on students 
facing financial hardship. Also, laptops can be heavy 
and cumbersome, and are not always reliable.  The 
Connect software is often incompatible with tablets, 
which is particularly problematic for students who 
use iPads as their primary device. Finally, the 
Internet can be distracting (e.g., social media, 
videos, etc.) to students and those sitting in their 
vicinity. 

With regards to writing electronic exams, 
students are more vehemently against this process as 
current technology does not allow students to cross 
out answers or make notes, and it takes a 
considerable amount of time to scroll through to read 
questions or go back to previous questions. Some 
feel these constraints negatively impact their 
performance. 

Furthermore, several students also voiced 
concerns that lecture notes are not posted early 
enough on Connect for students to have sufficient 
time to print notes before class, however, switching 
completely over to paperless education as a result of 
this minor difficulty does not seem like a reasonable 
solution to the problem. A suggestion was made that 
slides be posted 1-slide-per-page, as it provides more 
space for taking notes on the computer, and those 
printing can format to print as many slides per page 
as they wish. 

To date, a wealth of strong evidence looking at 
the direct association between electronic-based 
learning and assessment, and short and long-term 
outcomes, such as grades and application of 
knowledge to real world settings or future success is 
lacking. It is difficult to justify a major change from 
paper to paperless education without strong evidence 
showing significant benefit to both students and 
educators when a significant portion of the student 
body would still prefer paper-based education. Most 
importantly, students want their opinions and voices 
to be heard, and their freedom of choice to be 
respected. Thus, given the demand, the option of 
paper handouts should still be available for students 
review.

 


